
     INTERNATIONAL ECONOLYMPICS 
 
EVENT #1:  Produce a Product to Sell in Your Country  (Team Event/ 3 or 4 
students)  Concepts:  Natural, human and capital resources; producers/production 
Directions:  Give each team a “resource box”  containing a variety of art materials (pipe 
cleaners, straws, paper, yarn, glue, scissors, etc.)  Team should create a product to sell in 
their given country (toy, decoration, game) and name it.  
 
EVENT #2:  Market Your Country by Commercial  (Team Event / 3 or 4 students) 
Concepts:  Marketing, advertising.   
Directions:  Each team will create and perform a commercial to advertise their country, 
including facts about important cities, foods, and tourist attractions. 
 
EVENT #3:  International T-Shirt Design  (Individual Event / 3 or 4 per room) 
Concepts:  Producers/production; natural resources. 
Directions:  Each student creates a t-shirt design that shows their country outline, flag, 
and examples of important products and symbols.  The name of their country should also 
be included in the design. 
 
EVENT #4:  Your Country on Display  ( Team Event / 3 or 4 students) 
Concepts:  Natural resources; products; money system. 
Directions:  Each team will be given a three-sided display board to create a visual picture 
of their country, including natural resources, imports / exports, money system, and 
important country facts.  Computer graphics allowed are pictures of money, flag, and 
items difficult to draw by hand.  No punch-out letters or downloaded info from website. 
 
EVENT #5:  Economic Jeopardy  (  Individual Event / 1 student per room) 
Concepts:  Review of all concepts at each grade level. 
Directions:  Students will answer jeopardy questions in four categories:  Economic 
Vocabulary; Economics and Math; Give Two Examples…; Comparison Shopping; 
World Communities. 
They will earn $$$ for correct answers and student with the most $$$ will win the grade 
level event. 
 
 
YOUR COUNTRY FOR THE ECONOLYMPICS IS ________________________. 
 
Please prepare for above events as part of your econ lessons during Global 
Communities.   Let me know if you have questions. 
 
DATE FOR INTERNATIONAL ECONOLYMPICS IS THURS. , MAY 10. 
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